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This talk

• Look at some novel ocean modeling work that is leveraging “storage and 
network” thinking and pushing the limits of computational ocean science

• Background on ocean and ocean modeling

• Describe modeling activity – that is one of the largest ocean computations undertaken.

• Show some examples - that illustrate role of network and storage.

• Describe some of the network and storage infrastructure pieces.



• covers 70% of Earth

• no past ocean, possibly no life?

• imagine changing the present ocean, 
• a lot different atmosphere (marine-microbial cycles are central to carbon cycle e.g. 

deep ocean stores >1000 times carbon of atmosphere, oxygen, nitrogen cycles etc…) 

• a potentially different climate. Ocean carries solar heat poleward, modulates mid-
latitude temperate zones etc…, supports hydrological cycle etc..

• and there’s sea-level of course

No environment = no startups, no technology 

transfer etc….

The Oceans – why we care in 
general



Ocean math

• Basic physical equations are 
relatively well established. 
Simple, approximate, models 
exist (for physics, chemistry 
and biology)
• Navier-Stokes (19C), Bousinessq

fluid. RHS (tides, winds, heating, 
cooling, precip, evap, unresolved 
turbulence)

• Well known properties
• Rotating frame on sphere 

western boundary currents e.g. 
Gulf Stream (Stommel 48).

• El Nino/La Nina (Cane/Zebiak, 77)
• Wind driven and density driven 

elements.

Basic fluid equations (on a rotating surface)

momentum 
(horizontal/geop
otential and 
vertical)

momentum

density/buoyancy

temperature

salt(s)

Non-linear system, turbulent, stratified.

RHS (tides, winds, heating, cooling, 
precip, evap, unresolved turbulence, 
chem, bio…)

dynamically 
inactive 
chem/bio

Ci Qc



Ocean modeling • Complexity/dimensionality emerge when 
we want to computationally look in detail 
at localglobal scale interactions, 
understand how small scale processes 
balance out overall behavior (e.g. 
maintaining stratification, nutrient and 
chemical gradients – turbulence closures 
– microbial life)
• network and storage enabling ideas can help 

this more tractable, and broaden audience 
and impact.

• recently we have been exploring applying 
this sort of approach with one of the 
most highly resolved global ocean (and 
sea-ice) dynamics models to date. Our 
model uses large scale parallel computing 
(30,000 - 100,000 cores), and solves a 
discrete form of the ocean equations ( 
http://mitgcm.org )

• We don’t know “solutions” to 
equations that describe the 
ocean  (even after 200years…)

• so computing can help
• (we also don’t know exact 

equations for other pieces, e.g. 
biology)

$1M prize….

http://mitgcm.org/


Brief historical context
First large-scale ocean 
circulation models were 
developed about 50 years 
ago.

For a long time (40 years) models were accurate depictions of some gross features, but were easy to distinguish from 
observations. 

Around 2010 some large region models began to have enough resolution (about 1km) and processes that they could 
compare quite well with observations (“Turing test”).

Around same time a more complete set of observing systems began to come online (remote sensing and in-situ) 



A network and storage enabled perspective.
• Global ocean modeling at 1km resolution, 90 vertical levels

• multi-year and short term free simulations. 30,000 – 100,000 x86 cores at NASA Ames.
• initialized from data assimilated estimates. 
• driven with observational fields.
• sub-models at 250m and below (ultimately non-hydrostatic dynamics, wave breaking, impacts on 

mixing and on nutrient availability and ecosystem dynamics).

• Network and storage enabling
• powered by emerging “network and storage” enabled tech to support high-spatial and temporal 

frequency recording for analysis.
• enables saving of full state every hour  ( O(1015) numbers per year )
• fully open and shared realistic, virtual ocean for a wide range of studies.

• Status
• One+ year “proof of concept”, ~3PiB archive created.
• Initial analyses, significantly closer to passing some “Turing tests”.
• Sharing infrastructure partially in place, maturing all the time (including under the OSIRIS and 

NESE projects). 



Some examples - ocean sub-mesoscale dynamics.

• Signatures of vorticity in 
phytoplankton/color 
(satellites)

• Vertical component of relative vorticity 
model view

From virtual view like this we can begin to understand the local and 
macro-scale role of ”sub-mesoscale eddies” in the ocean. Effective 
“viscosity”, “diffusion” – setting ecosystem characteristics.

Enhanced ocean color from space is 
one way to discern coherent vortex 
structures. The size and character aligns 
well with numerical vorticity field. 



Internal wave field



Internal waves and acoustics
internal tide and and wave supporting models, stored at high 
frequency, can be used to revisit active and passive acoustic 
monitoring. Emerging low cost measurement devices + models at 
right resolution can explore new tomographic possibilities.

Sub-surface sonogram. Ocean 
quite rich in acoustic 
“information” c.f. EM signals 
in extra-terrestrial science, 
ambient seismic and tremor 
in solid Earth.

Sub-surface high-spatial, 
temporal thermistor trace.

Ongoing passive and active field 
and modeling experimentation.



Spectra – frequency/wave number

Model (dashed) and obs
(solid) spectra 
(cf Carl Wunsch)

Woods Hole “Site D” (42o 

9.71’N, 70o 38.4’W) current 
meter spectra comparison.
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KE spectra comparison with current meter

Classic obs (~1970)

model

With these modeling 
approaches (resolution, tides, 
high-frequency sampling and 
storing) can get much 
improved representations of 
historical current meter data 
statistics.

Can go back to some 
pioneering observational 
work and begin to catch up!



Bio/ecosystems
Marine microbial biomass is significant and its 
dynamics not well understood. It plays a role in a 
wide number of air-sea gas exchanges and in 
maintaining base food web in ocean. 

One major uncertainty is interplay between 
ecosystem diversity and ocean dynamics across 
scales.



Statistical approaches
xkcd

spuriouscorrelations.com

Very promising but, “correlation vs causation” challenges…



Technologies

• Sharing
• dropbox, NESE/OSIRIS etc….

• Storage
• End to end pipelines (generation to 

curation)

• Viz
• storage and networking enable

v



Sharing
Streamlined portal in development, to 
be backed by dropbox (for now), 
NESE/OSIRIS tech.

Already 25+ projects using, including



Storage and network tools of the trade

• netcdf, python, OpenDAP
• Temporal-geospatial extraction

• Data transfer nodes
• ssd’s, FIONA’s, ….

• Human time and expense
• Nicole etc….

• Integration challenges
• NASA - no globus
• Globus doesn’t speak netcdf/OpenDAP extract
• DTN nodes depend on modality, perfSonar to 

disk-disk gap.
• NESE, OSIRIS, NDS good steps in right direction
• Long-term curation, brokering partnership with 

libraries and big-data monopolies – very unclear 
clear who pays and how, need some experiments 
here too etc…



Storage and 
network 
enables 
analytic viz.



Summary
• Continued scale up of interoperable storage 

and network “enablement” CI is 
transformative for sharing geophysical 
synthetic and sensor data Earth system info.

• Our ocean activity is still somewhat in its 
infancy, but potential for many publications 
per year (c.f. our long running open modeling 
efforts) from these approaches is clear. Some 
suggestion that key Turing tests are within 
reach – for first time.

• Definitely exciting to see comprehensive 
cyberinfrastructure 
enhancements/innovations that help boost 
utility. 
• Some credits…. Dimitris Menemenelis +, NASA JPL. NASA Ames viz, 

compute/storage and network team (Chris Henze, Bob Ciotti, Bill Thigpen, 
Nicole Boscia etc..). MITgcm, ECCO, Darwin projects – (NSF, DOE, DARPA, 
ONR, NASA, NOAA, Unidat, Moore Foundation, Simons Foundation, 
Commonwealth of Mass etc…), Brian Arbic.

Better 
global to 
coastal 
planning.

Deeper cyber-physical capabilities.

Better 
response.



Thank you



LibrariesBuildings


